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Abstract. Efficient computational models are desirable for simulation4

of large-scale geological CO2 sequestration. Vertically integrated models, which5

take advantage of dimension reduction, offer one type of computationally ef-6

ficient model. The dimension reduction is usually achieved by vertical inte-7

gration based on the vertical equilibrium (VE) assumption, which assumes8

that CO2 and brine segregate rapidly in the vertical due to strong buoyancy9

and quickly reach pressure equilibrium. However, the validity of the VE as-10

sumption requires small time scales of fluid segregation, which may not al-11

ways be fulfilled, especially for heterogeneous geological formations with low12

vertical permeability. Recently, Guo et al. [2014a] developed a multiscale ver-13

tically integrated model, referred to as the dynamic reconstruction (DR) model,14

that relaxes the VE assumption by including the vertical two-phase flow dy-15

namics of CO2 and brine as fine-scale one-dimensional problems in the ver-16

tical direction. Although the VE assumption can be relaxed, that model was17

limited to homogeneous geological formations. Here, we extend the dynamic18

reconstruction model for layered heterogeneous formations, which is of much19

more practical interest for saline aquifers in sedimentary basins. We develop20

a new coarse-scale pressure equation to couple the different coarse-scale (ver-21

tically integrated) layers, and use the fine-scale dynamic reconstruction al-22

gorithm in Guo et al. [2014a] within each individual layer. Together, these23

form a multiscale multilayer dynamic reconstruction algorithm. Simulation24

results of the CO2 plume from the new model are in excellent agreement with25
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full three-dimensional models, with the new algorithm being much more com-26

putationally efficient than conventional full three-dimensional models.27
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1. Introduction

Geologic carbon sequestration (GCS) has been proposed and demonstrated as a feasible28

technology to reduce anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions into the atomosphere,29

as part of the framework of global warming mitigation technologies [Pacala and Socolow ,30

2004; IPCC , 2005; Michael et al., 2010; Celia et al., 2015]. For GCS to be an effective31

carbon mitigation strategy, several engineering questions have to be answered related to32

CO2 storage capacity, CO2 injectivity, and containment within the geological storage unit.33

Depending on the physical processes that are important over the length and time scale34

associated with specific questions, mathematical models with different levels of complexity35

can be developed [Nordbotten and Celia, 2011; Bandilla et al., 2015; Celia et al., 2015;36

Birkholzer et al., 2015].37

One feature of the GCS system is that the large density difference between CO2 and the38

resident brine leads to strong buoyant segregation. If the time scale associated with the39

fluid segregation is small relative to the time scale associated with the overall simulation40

time, the two fluid phases may be assumed to always be segregated and to be in pressure41

equilibrium in the vertical direction. With such a vertical equilibrium (VE) assumption,42

the general three-dimensional two-phase flow equations can be simplified to a set of two-43

dimensional equations by vertical integration [e.g., Bear , 1972; Lake, 1989; Wu et al.,44

1994; Gasda et al., 2009; Nordbotten and Celia, 2011; Andersen et al., 2015; Nilsen et al.,45

2015], which can even be further simplifed to one-dimensional equations by assuming46

symmetric flows [see e.g., Huppert and Woods , 1995; Lyle et al., 2005; Nordbotten and47

Celia, 2006; Hesse et al., 2008; MacMinn et al., 2010; Pegler et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2015;48
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Guo et al., 2016]. The dimension reduction decreases computational effort significantly,49

which makes the VE models very computationally efficient. However, the applicability50

of vertically integrated models depends strongly on the vertical equilibrium assumption,51

which may not always be appropriate, especially for geological formations with relatively52

low permeability or heterogeneous formations with a wide range of permeabilities, where53

it takes significant time for the buoyant segregation to occur [Court et al., 2012].54

Recently, a new type of vertically integrated model that does not rely on the VE as-55

sumption has been developed [Guo et al., 2014a]. This new model casts the governing56

equations into two scales: a set of vertically integrated equations in the horizontal domain57

(coarse scale) and a set of one-dimensional equations resolved in the vertical domain de-58

fined over the thickness of the formation (fine scale). Similar to the conventional vertically59

integrated models, the new model also solves a set of vertically integrated equations (on60

the coarse scale). However, in contrast to conventional VE models, the new model solves a61

set of one-dimensional equations in the vertical (fine scale) for the two-phase flow dynam-62

ics of CO2 and brine instead of assuming that the two fluid phases have fully segregated.63

This new model is referred to as the dynamic reconstruction (DR) model, in the sense64

that it is a vertically integrated model that dynamically reconstructs the vertical fluid65

distribution at every time step (as opposed to VE models that use equilibrium fluid dis-66

tribution). The dynamic reconstruction model maintains the computational advantages67

of the vertical equilibrium models because the pressure equation is only solved on the68

coarse scale, and only marginal additional computational effort is required to solve the69

one-dimensional problems for the vertical dynamics of CO2 and brine [Guo et al., 2014a].70

Being able to capture vertical dynamics of CO2 and brine while maintaining much of the71
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computational advantages of the VE models, the dynamic reconstruction model provides72

an intermediate model choice between the VE model and full three-dimensional models.73

Although the dynamic reconstruction model in Guo et al. [2014a] can capture vertical74

dynamics of CO2 and brine, it currently only applies to a single homogeneous formation.75

Here, we extend this model to include spatial heterogeneity in the vertical dimension.76

Specifically, we focus on layered heterogeneity, which is a typical type of heterogeneity for77

saline aquifers due to their geological deposition history. The geological formation with78

layered heterogeneity has multiple layers, each of which may have different geological79

properties, while each of these layers is homogeneous. Such layered systems are common80

geological structures in the sedimentary aquifers [Nicot , 2008; Birkholzer et al., 2009;81

Zhou et al., 2010; Cihan et al., 2011; Bandilla et al., 2012; Doughty and Freifeld , 2013],82

which is a major type of target formations for CO2 sequestration [IPCC , 2005; Nordbotten83

and Celia, 2011; Birkholzer et al., 2015]. For these layered systems, we need to model84

CO2 migration within and through the layers. We use the same algorithm as that was85

used in Guo et al. [2014a] for CO2 migration within each individual layer, while for CO286

migration through the layers, we develop a coarse-scale pressure equation that computes87

the vertical fluxes of CO2 and brine between the layers. These fluxes are computed88

by using the vertical coarse-scale pressure gradient and the fine-scale information (fluid89

mobilities and geological properties) between the centers of the two layers, leading to an90

effective coarse-scale Darcy type flux equation in the vertical direction. The coupling91

through the coarse-scale pressure equations, together with the dynamic reconstruction,92

form a multilayer dynamic reconstruction model which is able to model CO2 migration in93

a geological formation with layered heterogeneity.94
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In structuring this paper, we first present the general governing equations of two-phase95

flow, after which we present the mathematical formulations of the multilayer dynamic96

reconstruction model and the associated numerical scheme we use. This is followed by97

a comparison of the new model to a conventional three-dimensional simulator, based on98

modeling results for both an idealized two-layer formation and a more realistic multiple-99

layer formation with parameters based on the Mt Simon formation of the Illinois Basin.100

Then we discuss advantages and future directions of the new model. We close the paper101

with several concluding remarks.102

2. Mathematical and Numerical Models

For a geological formation with multiple lateral layers, we cast the entire system into103

two scales (see Figure 1): a (horizontal) coarse-scale that corresponds to the geological104

layers with different geological properties, and a (vertical) fine-scale that represents the105

thickness of each of those layers. On the coarse scale, we integrate the three-dimensional106

equations within each layer in the vertical and obtain a coarse-scale pressure equation.107

The coarse-scale pressure is defined as the pressure in the middle of each layer along the108

vertical direction. To couple all the layers, we develop a multilayer coarse-scale pressure109

equation that couples the coarse-scale pressure equation at each layer. On the fine scale,110

we solve the transport equation for the fine-scale saturation and pressure along the vertical111

columns with the dynamic reconstruction algorithm in Guo et al. [2014a]. In the following112

subsections, we derive the multilayer coarse-scale pressure equation for the coarse-scale113

layers and briefly review the fine-scale dynamic reconstruction algorithm. Following that,114

we present the numerical schemes to solve this multiscale framework.115
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2.1. Full three-dimensional equations

We treat the CO2 injection system as a two-phase flow problem, neglecting mutual116

miscibility between the two fluid phases. Note that the multiscale framework in this117

paper in principle can be extended to include component transport, although we have118

not explored it in detail. We assume immisciblity between the two fluid phases, in part119

because the mutual solubility between CO2 and brine is small, up to a few percents120

[Nordbotten and Celia, 2011], and also because this paper focuses on the CO2 injection121

period which has a time scale that is short relative to the time scale for convective mixing122

of CO2 and brine due to CO2 dissolution [Emami-Meybodi et al., 2015]. Before proceeding123

to the multiscale algorithms, we first go through the full three-dimensional equations for124

two-phase flow in porous media as a basis for the development of the multiscale equations.125

The general governing equations for two-phase flow in porous media consist of a mass126

balance equation and an equation of the extended Darcy’s law for each of the fluid phases,127

as shown in Equation (1) and Equation (2), respectively128

∂

∂t
(ραφsα) +∇ · (ραuα) = ραψ

α, (1)

where α = b or c, representing the fluid phase of brine (b) or CO2 (c), ρα is fluid density,129

sα is phase saturation, φ is porosity of the geological porous media, uα is the volumetric130

Darcy velocity, and ψα is a source term (or sink term if negative);131

uα = −kr,αk
µα

(∇pα − ραg), (2)

where kr,α is relative permeability, k is the permeability tensor of the geological formation,132

µα is viscosity, pα is phase pressure, and g is gravity acceleration (positive downward). The133

relative permeability kr,α is commonly parameterized as a function of phase saturation,134
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that is kr,α = kr,α(sα). The two phase pressures are related by the capillary pressure,135

which is also usually taken as an empirical function of phase saturation136

pc − pb = pcap(sα). (3)

Finally, the pore space has to be filled up with the two fluid phases, so the phase satura-137

tions should sum to unity138

sb + sc = 1. (4)

2.2. Pressure equation of the coupled layers - coarse scale

In a multilayer geological formation, the layers are hydraulically connected. Therefore,139

the coarse-scale individual layer should be coupled with the neighbor layers. That is, the140

coarse-scale pressure equation will be three-dimensional, where the coarse-scale vertical141

dimension represents the number of coarse-scale layers. We proceed to derive the coarse-142

scale pressure equation in two steps. First, we write a vertically integrated mass balance143

equation for each layer, then we derive an equation for the total fluxes between the layers144

that couples the coarse-scale pressures of the two layers. The end result is a multilayer145

pressure equation that couples coarse-scale pressures in the entire formation. Details of146

the standard procedure of vertical integration for two-phase flow equations can be found147

in the literature [e.g., Nordbotten and Dahle, 2011; Nordbotten and Celia, 2011; Gasda148

et al., 2012]. An integration procedure with respect to general pressure profiles (without149

assuming vertical equilibrium of the fluid phases) can be found in Guo et al. [2014a].150

Following Guo et al. [2014a], the pressure profile in an individual layer can be repre-151

sented as a reference pressure plus the deviation from the reference pressure, shown in152

Equation (5)153
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pα(x, y, z, t) = Pα(x, y, t) + πα(x, y, z, t), (5)

where pα(x, y, z, t) is the fine-scale phase pressure at point (x, y, z) and Pα(x, y, t) is the154

coarse-scale pressure, which we define as the local fine-scale pressure at a reference point155

in z direction, and πα(x, y, z, t) is the deviation of the fine-scale phase pressure at (x, y, z)156

from the reference pressure. The definition of the coarse-scale pressure Pα(x, y, t) leads to157

a coarse-scale capillary pressure P cap defined as the local fine-scale capillary pressure at158

the reference point. The axis of (x, y) is chosen to be in the plane of the general lateral159

direction of the formation, and the z axis is the direction orthogonal to the (x, y) axis160

(assuming upward positive). Note that the reference pressure can be chosen at any point161

along the z direction. Here we choose the reference pressure to be in the center of the162

layer (along the z axis).163

Integrating Equation (1) in the z direction from z = ζB (bottom of the layer) to z = ζT164

(top of the layer) and summing over the two fluid phases, we obtain [Guo et al., 2014a]165

(cφH+cbΦ)Sb
∂Pb
∂t

+(cφH+ccΦ)Sc
∂Pc
∂t

+∇‖ ·(Ub+Uc) = Ψb+Ψc−utot,z|ζT +utot,z|ζB , (6)

where H is the thickness of the geological layer; cφ, cb and cc are the compressibility166

coefficients (assumed to be constants) of the porous medium, brine, and CO2, respectively;167

the “parallel to” subscript ‖ represents the (x, y) plane and ∇‖ = ∂
∂x

ex + ∂
∂y

ey, where ex168

and ey are unit vectors in x and y direction; utot,z|ζT and utot,z|ζB denote the total fluxes169

(sum of the CO2 and brine fluxes) at the top and the bottom of the layer respectively; the170

vertically integrated saturations are defined as Sα = 1/Φ
∫ ζT
ζB
φsα dz with Φ =

∫ ζT
ζB
φ dz;171

and Ψα is the vertically integrated source term of α phase. The vertically integrated172
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horizontal fluxes have the following expressions173

Uα = −K‖Λα · (∇‖Pα − ραG)−
∫ ζT

ζB

k‖λα∇‖πα dz, (7)

where G = e‖ · g + (g · ez)∇‖ζB and e‖ = (ex, ey)
T ; K‖ =

∫ ζT
ζB

k‖ dz; λα = kr,α
µα

, is the174

mobility of fluid phase α; Λα = K‖
−1
∫ ζT
ζB

k‖λα dz, is the vertically integrated mobility of175

fluid phase α.176

The total fluxes at the top (utot,z|ζT ) and the bottom (utot,z|ζB) in Equation (6) are zero177

in the single layer dynamic reconstruction model in Guo et al. [2014a]. Thus, Equations178

(6) and (7) give a complete coarse-scale pressure equation for a single layer system (The179

functions πα(x, y, z, t) will be computed on the fine scale in Section 2.3). However, for a180

multilayer system, the layers are coupled and utot,z|ζT and utot,z|ζB are non-zero. We need181

to derive a coarse-scale equation for utot,z|ζT and utot,z|ζB that couples the neighbor layers.182

Without loss of generality, we take the flux between layer j and layer j+ 1 as an example183

(see Figure 2). Note that we choose the coarse-scale brine pressure Pb as the primary184

variable for pressure (Pc = Pb + P cap). We approximate the total flux between the two185

layers as186

utot,j+1/2 = −Kz,j+1/2Λtot,j+1/2

(
Pb,j+1 − Pb,j

∆Z
+ Ω1,j+1/2 + Ω2,j+1/2

)
, (8)

where Kz,j+1/2 and Λtot,j+1/2 are the effective coarse-scale permeability and total mobility,187

respectively, between the two layers; Ω1,j+1/2 and Ω2,j+1/2 are terms associated with cap-188

illary pressure and gravity respectively; ∆Z = Zj+1 − Zj with Zj and Zj+1 the z values189

of the centers of layer j and j + 1, respectively; Pb,j and Pb,j+1 are the coarse-scale brine190

pressures defined as the brine pressure at Z = Zj and Z = Zj+1, respectively.191
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The coefficients Kz,j+1/2, Λtot,j+1/2, Ω1,j+1/2 and Ω2,j+1/2 are defined based on the fine-192

scale equations for the two fluid phase fluxes in the vertical direction, which can be written193

as194

ub,z = −kzλb
(
∂pb
∂z

+ ρbg

)
, (9a)

uc,z = −kzλc
(
∂pc
∂z

+ ρcg

)
. (9b)

Summing Equations (9a) and (9b), and we obtain the equation for total flux195

utot,z = −kz(λb + λc)
∂pb
∂z
− kzλc

∂pcap

∂z
− kz(λbρb + λcρc)g. (10)

Rearranging Equation (10) gives196

∂pb
∂z

= − utot,z
k(λb + λc)

− λc
λb + λc

∂pcap

∂z
− (λbρb + λcρc)

λb + λc
g, (11)

Integrating Equation (11) from Zj to Zj+1 with respect to z yields197 ∫ Zj+1

Zj

∂pb
∂z

dz = −
∫ Zj+1

Zj

utot,z

kz(λb + λc)
dz−

∫ Zj+1

Zj

λc
λb + λc

∂pcap

∂z
dz−

∫ Zj+1

Zj

(λbρb + λcρc)

λb + λc
g dz.

(12)

The left-side term can be written as198 ∫ Zj+1

Zj

∂pb
∂z

dz = Pb,j+1 − Pb,j, (13)

To derive the coefficients in Equation (8), we take utot,Zj+1/2
as an approximation for the199

average total flux from Zj to Zj+1 in z direction and obtain200 ∫ Zj+1

Zj

utot,z

kz(λb + λc)
dz ≈ utot,Zj+1/2

∫ Zj+1

Zj

1

kz(λb + λc)
dz. (14)

We note that here we approximate utot,Zj+1/2
as the average total flux from Zj to Zj+1201

only to derive the coefficient for Equation (8). The actual distribution of total fluxes202

from Zj to Zj+1 will be computed later in the dynamic reconstruction step as outline in203

Section 2.3 presented in detail in Appendix A.204
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Substituting Equation (13) and (14) into Equation (12) and after some rearrangement,205

we obtain206

utot,Zj+1/2
= − 1

1
∆Z

∫ Zj+1

Zj

1
kz(λb+λc)

dz

[
Pb,j+1 − Pb,j

∆Z

+
1

∆Z

∫ Zj+1

Zj

λc
λb + λc

∂pcap

∂z
dz +

1

∆Z

∫ Zj+1

Zj

(λbρb + λcρc)

λb + λc
g dz

]
. (15)

Comparing to Equation (8), we obtain207

Kz,j+1/2Λtot,j+1/2 =
1

1
∆Z

∫ Zj+1

Zj

1
kz(λb+λc)

dz
, (16a)

Ω1,j+1/2 =
1

∆Z

∫ Zj+1

Zj

λc
λb + λc

∂pcap

∂z
dz, (16b)

Ω2,j+1/2 =
1

∆Z

∫ Zj+1

Zj

(λbρb + λcρc)

λb + λc
g dz. (16c)

Note that the derived coarse-scale vertical transmissivity Kz,j+1/2Λtot,j+1/2 between layer208

j and j + 1 is a harmonic average of the fine-scale vertical transmissivities, which is209

consistent with the classic average scheme of vertical hydraulic conductivities.210

Similarly, we can obtain the flux between layer j − 1 and j, utot,Zj−1/2
. Then, substitut-211

ing the two fluxes utot,Zj−1/2
and utot,Zj+1/2

into Equation (6), we obtain the coarse-scale212

pressure equation that couples the neighbor layers j − 1, j and j + 1213

(cφHj + cbΦjSb,j + ccΦjSc,j)
∂Pb,j
∂t

+ (cφHj + ccΦj)Sc,j
∂P cap

j

∂t

+∇‖ ·

(
−K‖,j(Λb,j + Λc,j)∇‖Pb,j + K‖,j(ρbΛb,j + ρcΛc,j)Gj −K‖,jΛc,j∇P cap

j

−
∫ ζj+1

ζj

k‖(λb∇‖πb + λc∇‖πc) dz

)
= Kz,j+1/2Λtot,j+1/2

(
Pb,j+1 − Pb,j

∆Z
+ Ω1,j+1/2 + Ω2,j+1/2

)
−Kz,j−1/2Λtot,j−1/2

(
Pb,j − Pb,j−1

∆Z
+ Ω1,j−1/2 + Ω2,j−1/2

)
+ Ψb

j + Ψc
j. (17)
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2.3. Transport in each layer - fine scale

On the fine scale within each individual layer, we use a dynamic reconstruction algorithm214

similar to the one developed in Guo et al. [2014a]. Here, we only outline the main steps215

of the algorithm, leaving the details of the equations and the algorithm to Appendices A216

and B.217

We need to reconstruct both the saturation and pressure on the fine scale. We recon-218

struct the fine-scale pressure using a saturation weighted hydrostatic pressure profile with219

the pressure at the center of the layer (along z axis) fixed as the updated coarse-scale220

pressure. Other choices for pressure reconstruction have been discussed in [Guo et al.,221

2014a, b], and the results to date indicate that the saturation weighted hydrostatic re-222

construction gives the best results. The reconstructed fine-scale pressure field is then223

used to compute the horizontal fine-scale phase fluxes. The total fluxes from the bottom224

and the top of each layer are computed from Equation (8) in the coarse-scale calculation.225

Then, the horizontal fluxes between the columns and the fluxes at the top and bottom226

of columns are all computed, and we only need to solve the vertical columns (see Fig-227

ure 1) as independent one-dimensional problems. These one-dimensional problems have228

“counter-current” type of flow involving buoyancy-driven upward migration of CO2 and229

gravity-driven downward drainage of brine, which we solve with a fractional flow formula-230

tion as shown in Equations (18a) and (18b). Note that the total fluxes utot,z are nonzero;231

they are computed from the fine-scale horizontal total fluxes and the total fluxes at the232

top and the bottom of the layer. From the fine-scale phase fluxes computed from the233

fractional flow equations, we then compute and reconstruct the CO2 saturation in each234

column.235
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ub,z = fb ·
(
utot,z − kzλc∆ρg + λckz

∂pcap

∂z

)
(18a)

uc,z = fc ·
(
utot,z + kzλb∆ρg − λbkz

∂pcap

∂z

)
(18b)

2.4. Numerical Scheme and the MLDR Algorithm

The set of multiscale equations in sections 2.2 and 2.3 are solved numerically, including236

the coarse-scale pressure Equation (17) and the fine-scale equations outlined in Appendix237

A. We use an IMPES (implicit pressure explicit saturation) type method for time stepping238

and a finite volume method for spatial discretization. The (coarse-scale) pressure is solved239

implicitly and the (fine-scale) transport is solved explicitly. The two scales are coupled240

sequentially (see Figure 1). See Appendix B for details of the numerical discretization241

and the computing procedure for the MLDR algorithm.242

3. Model Comparison

The multilayer dynamic reconstruction model (from this point forward, we refer to it as243

MLDR) developed in this paper can simulate CO2 migration in a layered heterogeneous244

formation. To show the capability of the MLDR model, we compare it with the widely245

used full three-dimensional multiphase flow simulator TOUGH2/ECO2N developed at246

Lawrence Berkeley National Lab [Pruess et al., 1999; Pruess , 2005]. For the comparison,247

we use two kinds of test cases. The first one has a simple two-layer geological formation248

with idealized parameter sets, while the other has a four-layer geological formation with249

parameters from the Mt Simon formation of the Illinois Basin. For the first test case with250

two-layers, we assign different permeabilities to the two layers. Three different scenarios251

are tested, all of which have a lower permeable layer sitting above a higher permeable252
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layer, but with different permeability contrasts (see Table 1). For the Mt Simon inspired253

test case, the parameter sets are given in Table 2, and are based on the data from Zhou254

et al. [2010].255

3.1. A Simple Two-layer Geologic Formation

For the two-layer scenarios, the two layers are both homogeneous and isotropic, and,256

except for different permeabilities, all other parameters are kept the same for the three257

scenarios. The pairs of permeabilities for the two layers are (10 mD, 100 mD), (1 mD,258

100 mD) and (10 mD, 1000 mD), respectively. Porosity is 0.25 and the system is isothermal259

with a temperature fixed at 35 ◦C. Density and viscosity of the two fluid phases are fixed260

as constants in the MLDR model, while TOUGH2 has an equation of state to compute261

fluid properties from temperature and pressure.For all scenarios, the viscosity and density262

values used in MLDR for brine are 7.20 × 10−4 Pa s and 1000 kg/m3. The viscosity263

and density values used for CO2 are 7.26 × 10−5 Pa s and 810 kg/m3 for the first two264

scenarios (10 mD, 100 mD), (1 mD, 100 mD), and 6.38 × 10−5 Pa s and 756 kg/m3 for265

the third scenario (10 mD, 1000 mD). These values were chosen because they correspond266

most closely to the values used in TOUGH2, thereby allowing for a proper comparison of267

the numerical solutions. The CO2 injection rate is 1.0 Mt/year(= 109 kg/year), and CO2268

is injected from a vertical well over the entire thickness of the bottom layer. A boundary269

condition of hydrostatic pressures are used in the far field of the domain and the formation270

is initially saturated with brine. Taking advantage of the symmetry of the domain, we271

choose a quarter domain with an injection rate of 0.25 Mt/year to run the models. We272

use the van Genuchten model to parameterize relative permeability and capillary pressure,273

with the characteristic capillary pressure α−1 = 10 Pa and the van Genuchten parameter274
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m = 1 − 1/n = 0.99 (n is a measure of the pore-size distribution, n > 1). Note that275

we have used other sets of van Genuchten paramters, including smaller values of m (e.g.,276

m = 0.41 adopted from Zhou et al. [2010]), and different m values and entry pressures for277

different layers. The MLDR model can deal with all these parameter sets and produce278

reasonable results, while the version of TOUGH2 we use runs very slowly for some of the279

parameter sets. Thus, we only present comparison results for m = 0.99 and α−1 = 10 Pa.280

To show that the MLDR can deal with more reasonable parameter sets, we present a set of281

additional results from MLDR at the end of section 3.1. The residual saturation for brine282

is srb = 0.3 for both layers. Because we only simulate CO2 injection, the displacements283

only involve drainage, so CO2 residual saturations are not relevant. The entire formation284

has a thickness of 50 m and each layer is 25 m thick. The top of the formation has a depth285

of 1000 m. The horizontal extent of the quarter domain is 5 km in both x and y directions.286

The numerical resolution in the vertical is uniform with ∆z = 1 m and the grid size in287

the horizontal progressively increases from ∆x = ∆y = 5 m close to the injection well to288

∆x = ∆y = 100 m at the boundary. The number of numerical grid cells is 120 in both x289

and y directions.290

The simulation times for the three scenarios are all 5 years and comparisons are made291

at 1 and 5 years, respectively. Results from the MLDR model show good agreement with292

those from TOUGH2 for all the three scenarios, as can be seen in Figures 3 - 5. We293

measure the difference with two metrics: the mass of CO2 in each layer and extent of the294

CO2 plume at the top of each layer. As shown in Table 1, the CO2 mass distribution295

from the two models in the two layers is very close; the difference between the models is296

always less than 2% when normalized by the amount injected, with most cases well less297
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than 1%. The extent of the plumes is also in very good agreement. The differences are298

within 1 to 3 numerical grid cells. In terms of computational time, it took 14.6 hours,299

12.0 hours and 63.7 hours for the MLDR model to finish the three scenarios, respectively,300

on a 2011 iMac using a single intel i7 processor. The corresponding computational times301

are 43 hours, 35 hours and 78.5 hours for TOUGH2 on a cluster with 20 processors.302

Thus, the MLDR model with our implementation is roughly 20 to 60 times more efficient303

than TOUGH2 for the scenarios we considered. We note that MLDR and TOUGH2 are304

implemented in different programming languages, and TOUGH2 might not scale linearly305

with the number of processors, nevertheless, the MLDR model is clearly much more306

computationally efficient than TOUGH2.307

Finally, we present one set of additional results from MLDR just to show that MLDR can308

deal with more reasonable relative permeability and capillary pressure curves. In this test309

case, all parameters are kept the same as those used in the scenario of (10 mD, 100 mD),310

except for different relative permeability and capillary pressure curves. We use m = 0.41311

(adopted from Zhou et al. [2010]) for the van Genuchten model, and use α−1 = 10000 Pa312

for the top (low permeability) layer and α−1 = 1000 Pa for the bottom (high permeability)313

layer. The simulated CO2 plumes (see Figure 6) are noticeably different from those in314

Figure 3. This is because the choice of the parameter m (m = 0.41) leads to a much wider315

capillary transition zone and different relative permeabilities compared to the relative316

permeability curves with m = 0.99 used in Figure 3. We have also done test cases with317

other parameter sets of relative permeability and capillary pressure curves. All of these318

results are as expected and consistent with our general observations that the MLDR319

performs well for these kinds of layered systems.320
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3.2. A Multi-layer Geological Formation

To further demonstrate the practical applicability of the MLDR model, we choose a321

more realistic geological formation with multiple layers. The formation we consider has322

four layers, and each of them has different geological properties. The geological parameters323

for the layers (see Table 2) are representative values chosen from the Mt Simon formation324

of the Illinois Basin as reported in Zhou et al. [2010]. We use the same capillary pressure325

and relative permeability curves, as well as residual saturations for brine and CO2, as326

those used in the first test case in section 3.1 for all the four layers. The total thickness327

of the formation is 60 m and the depth at the top is 2400 m. The size of the domain in328

the horizontal, the resolution of the numerical grid and the number of grid cells are kept329

the same as for the first test case.330

Again, the CO2 plumes from the two models are almost indistinguishable (see Figure331

7). We computed the mass of CO2 and the extent of the CO2 plume at the top of each332

individual layer from both simulators. The difference is very small (see Table 3), as is333

expected from the good visual agreement of the CO2 plumes in Figure 7. The maximum334

difference of CO2 mass is less than 1% of the total mass injected, and the difference of335

the CO2 plume extent is all within one grid cell. In terms of computational time, the336

MLDR simulator used about 50 hours on a 2011 iMac using a single intel i7 processor,337

while it took more than 200 hours for TOUGH2 to finish the simulation on a cluster with338

10 processors.339

Finally, we note that the implementation of the MLDR model assumes constant density340

and viscosity of the two fluids. The density we used in the simulation shown herein is the341

saturation weighted density from results of the TOUGH2 simulations, and the viscosity is342
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computed from the pressure corresponding to the computed saturation weighted density.343

The viscosity and density values used in MLDR for brine are 7.20−4 Pa s and 1000 kg/m3,344

and for CO2 are 6.33 × 10−5 Pa s and 752 kg/m3. Despite the assumption of constant345

density and viscosity in the MLDR model, the predictions of CO2 plumes are in very346

good agreement with those from TOUGH2. This is because the density and viscosity do347

not have much variation in the test cases we considered and therefore it is reasonable348

to assume constant density and viscosity. In fact, a simple estimation of density and349

viscosity from the initial pressure in the formation (before CO2 is injected) is very close350

to what we got from the TOUGH2 simulation. Nevertheless, for geological formations351

where variations in density and viscosity are important, an equation of state needs to be352

implemented for each of the fluid phases in the MLDR model.353

4. Discussion

The MLDR model captures the vertical dynamics of CO2 and brine well both within each354

individual layer and between the layers. All comparisons of MLDR and TOUGH2 show355

excellent results. Further, the MLDR algorithm significantly reduces computational effort356

compared to full three-dimensional models. In the MLDR model, pressures are only solved357

on the coarse scale. The size of the matrix to solve the pressure equation is significantly358

reduced compared to a full three-dimensional model, where all the fine-scale pressures359

needed to be solved. Also, the remaining fine-scale one-dimensional “counter-current”360

flow problem is easy to solve using the fractional flow formulation. Thus, the multilayer361

dynamic reconstruction algorithm leads to significant reduction of computational effort.362

Here, we take a geological formation with three layers as an example and give a simple363

analysis of the complexity of the algorithm. The pressure solver of the MLDR model has364
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a complexity of O(N2
x ∗N2

y ∗ 32), while the full three-dimensional model has a complexity365

of O(N2
x ∗ N2

y ∗ (Nz1 + Nz2 + Nz3)2). Nx and Ny are the number of grid cells in x and y366

directions, respectively. Nz1, Nz2 and Nz3 are the numbers of vertical grid cells in each367

of the three layers. This simple analysis shows that the MLDR algorithm reduces the368

computational cost by an order of O((Nz/3)2), where Nz = Nz1 + Nz2 + Nz3 is the total369

number of numerical grids in z direction. It should be noted that the pressure solution370

is the most computationally intensive part of both the MLDR and conventional three-371

dimensional algorithms. Although, we recognize that TOUGH2 may be slowed partially372

by the additional computation of component transport and inclusion of compressibility, for373

the simulations presented here, despite that the implementation of the MLDR is not much374

optimized, the MLDR model is at least 20 times more computationally efficient compared375

to TOUGH2; it is 40 to 60 times faster for most of the simulations we have analyzed. We376

note that here the comparison of computational efficiency is made by assuming that the377

processors that MLDR and TOUGH2 use have similar speed and TOUGH2 scales linearly378

with the number of processors.379

The MLDR model uses an explicit scheme for the fine-scale one-dimensional problem,380

it may require small time steps when the CO2 and brine segregate rapidly in the vertical.381

Nevertheless, in the simulations we have done, the smallest time step does not appear to382

be unreasonably small, mostly on the order of 0.1 day. Furthermore, when the time step383

becomes restrictive, several remediation strategies are available. Here, we propose three of384

them. First, we can use larger time steps for the coarse scale than for the fine scale, that385

is, we compute for several time steps on the fine scale within one coarse-scale time step386

with a constrain of mass balance. In addition, those fine-scale one-dimensional problems387
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can be computed in parallel because they are indepently solved in the MLDR multiscale388

framework. Finally, if the time step becomes small due to rapid fluid segregation, it is389

likely that CO2 and brine reach vertical equilibrium quickly in some of the layers. Thus,390

it is natural to directly use the (analytical) VE reconstruction without any time step391

restriction for those layers instead of the dynamic reconstruction algorithm.392

For a layered geological formation with significant contrast in permeabilities between393

the layers, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, VE reconstruction can be used for394

layers with high permeability where buoyant segregation is fast and the flow is essentially395

horizontal; while layers with very low permeability may be treated as “aquitard”, and we396

just model the vertical flow, neglecting the horizontal flow, following the tangent law, see397

e.g. [Bear , 1972; Nordbotten and Celia, 2011]. Such multilayer systems with alternating398

“aquifers” and “aquitards” have been studied in groundwater hydrology [e.g., Hunt , 1985;399

Hemker and Maas , 1987] and later in the context of CO2 sequestration for CO2 migration400

and leakage through abandoned wells [e.g., Nordbotten et al., 2004, 2008; Cihan et al.,401

2011; Bandilla et al., 2012]. We note that all of these multilayer models either only focus402

on single phase flow or use VE reconstructions for a two-phase flow system. Our MLDR403

model extends this alternating “aquifer-aquitard” system to a general multilayer model404

that can include vertical two-phase flow dynamics in layers when VE reconstruction is405

inappropriate and when flow in low-permeability (“aquitard”) formations is not only in406

the vertical. This extension leads to a new class of hybrid multilayer models where we407

can design the reconstruction of each layer based on the dominant physics in that layer:408

use VE or DR reconstructions in the vertical direction depending on the time scales of409

buoyant segregation of the two fluid phases in aquifers, as well as possible simplified410
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“aquitard” models for the vertical direction when horizontal flow is negligible. For layers411

with significant heterogeneity with weak horizontal correlation, we can use a full three-412

dimensional model for that particular layer and still use vertically integrated models413

with reconstruction algorithms or “aquitard” models for other layers, thereby maintaining414

computational efficiency. Overall, the MLDR algorithm offers a framework to further415

develop more advanced hybrid models for CO2 migration in layered geological formations.416

Finally, we point out the similarities and differences for the multiscale multilayer al-417

gorithm compared to two existing numerical methods: the Alternating Direction Im-418

plicit (ADI) method and the the Multiscale Finite Volume Method (MsFVM). The ADI419

method, developed in the 1950s [Peaceman and Rachford , 1955; Douglas and Rachford ,420

1956], is a numerical method that reduces the multi-dimensional problems into repeated421

one-dimensional problems with tridiagonal matrices that can be effectively solved us-422

ing the Thomas algorithm. Subsequent developments of ADI-like methods involved423

three-dimensional problems solved as a combination of two-dimensional (horizontal) so-424

lutions and one-dimensional (vertical) solutions [Babu and Pinder , 1984]. This type of425

alternating-direction method is similar to the single layer DR algorithm [Guo et al., 2014a]426

in that two-dimensional horizontal solutions are coupled with one-dimensional vertical so-427

lutions. However, the fundamental difference between the single layer DR algorithm and428

the ADI is that the single layer DR only solves one horizontal plane obtained from vertical429

integration, as opposed to the ADI method that solves many horizontal planes (with the430

number equals to the number of vertical grid cells). The MLDR algorithm, an extension431

to the DR, differs even more from the ADI method. The MLDR coarse scale is a three-432

dimensional problem - it solves the horizontal flow within each layer and vertical flow433
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between the layers. This kind of two-scale resolution does not exist in the classical ADI434

methods.435

The other numerical method we want to compare is the MsFVM, which is a numerical436

method that, based on finite-volume descretization, solves the pressure equation on a437

coarse scale and the transport equation on a fine scale, see e.g. [Jenny et al., 2003, 2005].438

The MLDR algorithm can be cast into the framework of MsFVM if we think of the coarse-439

scale cell of the MLDR algorithm as a coarse-scale cell in the MsFVM with 1 x 1 x N440

fine-scale cells in x, y and z directions, respectively. The MsFVM computes coarse-scale441

effective transimissivities using pressure basis functions, and constructs a coarse-scale442

system for the pressure equation with the coarse-scale effective transimissivities, then443

it projects the coarse-scale solutions onto the fine grid by applying the basis functions.444

The MLDR algorithm, however, only uses the multiscale idea for the vertical dimension.445

Instead of using specialized basis functions as in MsFVM, the effective transmissivities in446

MLDR are derived from vertical integration. Thus, although MLDR can be cast into the447

general MsFVM framework, it is a noval multiscale algorithm developed by using vertical448

integration and reconstruction operators.449

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a multilayer dynamic reconstruction algorithm that can sim-450

ulate CO2 migration in deep saline aquifers with layered heterogeneity. The algorithm451

is based on casting the full three-dimensional governing equations into two scales. The452

coarse scale is the multiple vertically integrated layers, with coarse-scale pressure only a453

function of (x,y) in any layer, and a coarse-scale pressure equation that couples all the454

layers. The fine scale corresponds to the vertical one-dimensional columns defined within455
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the thickness of each layer, on which we solve the two-phase flow dynamics of CO2 and456

brine with the dynamic reconstruction algorithm from Guo et al. [2014a]. Results show457

that the MLDR model is in excellent agreement with a full three-dimensional simulator458

(TOUGH2) for all the test cases we considered. The MLDR model is also much more459

computationally efficient compared to TOUGH2, with computational time 20 to 60 times460

smaller for MLDR.461

In summary, the MLDR model is accurate and much more computationally efficient than462

conventional full three-dimensional simulators, and the computational advantages make463

it an attractive tool for simulations of CO2 migration in large-scale CO2 sequestration464

systems. In addition, the MLDR model provides a modeling framework for CO2 migration465

in geological formation with layered heterogeneities, which can lead to the development466

of a new class of hybrid models where different reconstructions can be chosen for different467

layers based on their different time scales of buoyant segregation.468

Appendix A: The Fine-scale Equations

In this appendix section, we outline the fine-scale equations for the transport within469

each layer. The fine-scale equations are almost identical to those presented in Guo et al.470

[2014a], except that the vertical fluxes at the top and bottom of the layers are non-zero.471

On the fine scale, the mass balance equation can be rearranged to focus on the vertical

dynamics

∂ (ραφsα)

∂t
+
∂ (ραuα,z)

∂z
= ραψα −∇‖ ·

(
ραuα,‖

)
(A1)
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With the assumption of “slight compressibility” used in Guo et al. [2014a], Equation

(A1) becomes

φ
∂sα
∂t

+ (cφ + φcα)sα
∂pα
∂t

+
∂uα,3
∂x3

= ψα −∇‖ · uα,‖. (A2)

where the horizontal fluxes can be computed from Equation (A3)

uα,‖ = −k‖λα ·
[
∇‖pα − ρα

(
e‖ · g

)]
(A3)

Summing Equation (A2) over the two fluid phases, we can calculate the total flux, utot,z472

in the z direction, from the horizontal fluxes uα,‖ and source term ψα. Given the total flux473

values in the z direction, the vertical phase flux uα,z can be computed using the fractional474

flow form of Darcy’s Law (Equations (18a) and (18b))475

ub,z = fb ·
(
utot,z − kzλc∆ρg + λckz

∂pcap

∂z

)
, (A4a)

uc,z = fc ·
(
utot,z + kzλb∆ρg − λbkz

∂pcap

∂z

)
, (A4b)

where kz is permeability in z direction, and fα is the fractional flow function, given by

fα =
λα

λb + λc
. (A5)

Substituting Equations (A4a) and (A4b) into Equation (A2), we can compute satura-476

tions for each fluid phase.477

Now, given the fine-scale saturations, we can analytically reconstruct the profiles of478

phase pressures in z direction. We reconstruct the fine-scale pressure using a saturation479

weighted hydrostatic pressure profile as shown in Equations (A6a) and (A6b)480

∂pc
∂z

= −(scρc + sbρb)g + sb
∂pcap(sb)

∂z
, (A6a)

∂pb
∂z

= −(scρc + sbρb)g − sc
∂pcap(sb)

∂z
, (A6b)
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From Equations (A6a) and (A6b), the function πα in Equation (5) can be derived, which

gives a fine-scale pressure profile from the coarse-scale pressure. For example, when α = b,

integration from the bottom of the formation yields

pb(x, y, z, t) = Pb(x, y, t)−
∫ z

ζB

[
(scρc + sbρb)g + sc

∂pcap(sb)

∂z

]
dz. (A7)

To this point, the fine-scale saturation and pressure profiles are both reconstructed. We481

can proceed to solve the coarse-scale variables (Pb and Pc) for the next time step. In the482

following Appendix B, we will outline the numerical scheme to solve the coarse-scale and483

fine-scale equations, and the step-by-step MLDR algorithm.484

Appendix B: Numerical Scheme and the MLDR Algorithm

A time stepping scheme analogous to the implicit pressure - explicit saturation (IMPES)

method is used in this paper. We solve pressure on the coarse scale (multiple vertically

integrated layers) implicitly, while solve the saturation on the fine scale explicitly. Equa-

tion (B1) shows the time discretization of the coarse-scale pressure equation. We linearize

the equation by lagging one time step for the coefficients, e.g. mobilities and capillary

pressure.

(cφHj + cbΦjS
n
b,j + ccΦjS

n
c,j)

P n+1
b,j − P n

b,j

∆t
+ (cφHj + ccΦj)S

n
c,j

P cap,n
j − P cap,n−1

j

∆t

+∇‖ ·

(
−K‖,j(Λ

n
b,j + Λn

c,j)∇‖P n+1
b,j + K‖,j(ρbΛ

n
b,j + ρcΛ

n
c,j)Gj −K‖,jΛ

n
c,j∇P

cap,n
j

−
∫ ζj+1

ζj

k‖,j(λ
n
b∇‖πnb + λnc∇‖πnc )dz

)

= Kz,j+1/2Λn
tot,j+1/2

(
P n+1
b,j+1 − P

n+1
b,j

∆Z
+ Ωn

1,j+1/2 + Ωn
2,j+1/2

)

−Kz,j−1/2Λn
tot,j−1/2

(
P n+1
b,j − P

n+1
b,j−1

∆Z
+ Ωn

1,j−1/2 + Ωn
2,j−1/2

)
+ Ψb,n+1

j + Ψc,n+1
j (B1)
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From equation (B1), we can compute the coarse-scale pressure field. Once we obtain the485

coarse-scale pressure field, the rest of the numerical solution procedure is similar to the486

dynamic reconstruction in a single layer case, and we can directly follow the section 3.3487

in Guo et al. [2014a] based on the equations in Appendix A to reconstruct the fine-scale488

saturation and pressure. A step-by-step computing procedure for the MLDR algorithm is489

outlined in Table B1490
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Figure 1. Schematic of the multiscale multilayer dynamic reconstruction algorithm,

with three layers as an example. The fine-scale columns belong to the coarse-scale layer,

and here we take the columns of the second layer (Z2) as an example. The arrows in the

columns represent the fluxes from layer Z2 to layer Z3 and from layer Z1 to layer Z2 at

the layer boundaries.
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Figure 2. An illustration of the total flux between two layers. Here, we take the layers

j and j+1 as an example. ζj, ζj+1 and ζj+2 are the interlayer boundaries. The light green

highlighted areas are two (neighbor) vertical columns of layer j and j+ 1, which have Pb,j

and Pb,j+1 as the coarse-scale pressures, respectively. The distance between the centers of

the two columns is ∆Z = Zj+1−Zj. utot,j+1/2 is the total flux from layer j to layer j + 1,

through boundary ζj+1.
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Table 1. Comparisons of MLDR model and TOUGH2 for a two-layer formationa

t = 1 year t = 5 years

upper layer lower layer upper layer lower layer

permeability k (mD) model M (%) R1 (m) M (%) R2 (m) M (%) R1 (m) M (%) R2 (m)

MLDR 19.30 45 80.70 575 45.36 210 54.64 1100

kupper = 10, klower = 100 TOUGH2 18.70 60 81.30 550 44.92 220 55.08 1125

difference 0.60 15 0.60 25 0.44 10 0.44 25

MLDR 4.85 - 95.15 675 14.89 10 85.11 1500

kupper = 1, klower = 100 TOUGH2 4.59 - 95.41 700 14.98 15 85.02 1550

difference 0.26 - 0.26 25 0.09 5 0.09 50

MLDR 28.30 - 71.70 700 59.28 450 40.72 1175

kupper = 10, klower = 1000 TOUGH2 28.71 - 71.29 725 60.68 450 39.32 1200

difference 0.41 - 0.41 25 1.40 0 1.40 25
a M is the mass of CO2 in each layer normalized by the amount injected, R1 and R2

are the extent of the CO2 plume at the top of layer 1 and layer 2, respectively, as shown

in Figure 3 for example. ‘-’ indicates that CO2 has not reached the top of the layer.
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Figure 3. CO2 plume comparison between the MLDR model and TOUGH2 for a two-

layer formation with permeability of 10 mD and 100 mD in the upper and lower layers,

respectively. The first row shows the CO2 plume from the MLDR model and the second

row shows that from TOUGH2. The plumes in the left column are after 1 year of injection

and those in the right column are after 5 years of injection. The CO2 plume extent at the

top of each layer is marked in the right-top corner panel as an example. Note that the

plumes we show here are vertical cross-sections of a three-dimensional domain that passes

through the injection well, and this applies to Figure 4-6 as well.
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Figure 4. CO2 plume comparison between the MLDR model and TOUGH2 for a two-

layer formation with permeability of 1 mD and 100 mD in the upper and lower layers,

respectively. The first row shows the CO2 plume from the MLDR model and the second

row shows that from TOUGH2. The plumes in the left column are after 1 year of injection

and those in the right column are after 5 years of injection.
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Figure 5. CO2 plume comparison between the MLDR model and TOUGH2 for a

two-layer formation with permeability of 10 mD and 1000 mD in the upper and lower

layers, respectively. The first row shows the CO2 plume from the MLDR model and the

second row shows that from TOUGH2. The plumes in the left column are after 1 year of

injection and those in the right column are after 5 years of injection.
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Figure 6. CO2 plumes from the MLDR model for CO2 injection into a two-layer

geological formation. All parameters are the same as those used in the scenario of (10

mD, 100 mD), except for different relative permeability and capillary pressure curves.

m = 0.41 is used for the van Genuchten model, and α−1 = 10000 Pa is used for the top

(low permeability) layer and α−1 = 1000 Pa is used for the bottom (high permeability)

layer. The left and right panels show the results after 1 and 5 years, respectively.
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Figure 7. CO2 plume comparison between the MLDR model and TOUGH2 for a

four-layer formation with geological parameters based on Mt Simon formation. The first

row shows the CO2 plume from the MLDR model and the second row shows that from

TOUGH2. The plumes in the left column are after 1 year of injection and those in the

right column are after 5 years of injection. The layer boundaries between the four layers

are marked as white dashed line in the left-top corner panel. From top to bottom, the

layers are numbered as 1 to 4, corresponding that in Table 2.

Table 2. Geological parameters of a four-layer formation

layer # thickness φ kh kv

(m) - (mD) (mD)

1 7 0.06 4.8 4.8

2 17 0.11 160.3 18.1

3 11 0.08 5.1 5.1

4 25 0.18 891.5 731.5
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Table 3. Comparisons of MLDR model and TOUGH2 for a four-layer formationa

t = 1 year t = 5 years

Layer # model M (%) R (m) M (%) R (m)

MLDR 0.21 80 10.92 1100

1 TOUGH2 0.22 80 11.05 1125

difference 0.01 0 0.13 25

MLDR 2.75 140 21.83 1225

2 TOUGH2 2.55 140 21.98 1250

difference 0.20 0 0.15 25

MLDR 22.71 450 20.21 1350

3 TOUGH2 23.03 450 20.83 1375

difference 0.32 0 0.62 25

MLDR 74.33 875 47.04 1450

4 TOUGH2 74.20 875 46.13 1475

difference 0.13 0 0.91 25
a M is the mass of CO2 in each layer normalized by the amount injected, R is the

extent of the CO2 plume at the top of each layer.
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Given the initial values of pressure p0
α and saturation s0

α:

For all discrete time steps n = 0, 1, ..., N do

- Compute Snα, P cap,n, πnα, pcap,n, λnα, Λn
α,
(
Kz,j±1/2Λtot,j±1/2

)n
, Ωn

1,j±1/2, Ωn
2,j±1/2,

and solve for P n+1
b from Equation (B1);

- With P n+1
b , compute un+1

tot,Zj+1/2
from Equation (15);

- Assume pn+1,∗
α = P n+1

α + πnα, compute un+1,∗
α,‖ and un+1,∗

tot,‖ from Equation (A3);

- Compute un+1,∗
tot,z by summing Equation (A2) over the two fluid phases, and

compute un+1,∗
α,z from Equations (A4a) and (A4b);

- Compute sn+1
α from Equation (A2), and analytically reconstruct pn+1

α from Equa-
tions (A6a) and (A6b).

End for

Table B1. The computing procedure for the MLDR algorithm.
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